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This paper presents a plan for the static verification of the STS-1
ATT PROC ORBIT software requirements as given in Appendix A of the
Level C Unorbit Flight Control FSSR. The orbit version of the SAPIENS
bench program will be used to generate the verification data. A brief
discussion of the simulation software and flight software modules is
presented along with a description of the test cases.
i
2.0 INTRODUCTION
In general, verification testing insures that the coded requirements
satisfy their original intent and serves as an indicator of software
performance constraints. With the aid of a bench program model of
the requirements, verification testing consists of two modes: static
and dynamic. This paper presents plans for static verification test-
ing of the Level C Onorbit Attitude Processor requirements. Static
verification testing: (1) insures that all equations in the require-
ments are coded correctly, and (2) insures that all logic paths given
in the requirements have been exercised.
Dynamic verification will be performed once static verification has
been completed. This type of testing involves overall subsystem per-
formance over mission phases, for nominal and off-nominal conditions
(with and without sensor errors).
Section 3.0 contains a discussion of the SAPIENS/ORBIT module rate
structure and a description of both the simulation software and flight
software modules which comprise the SAPIENS/ORBIT bench program. Section
4.0 contains a description of the static verification hest cases for
each flight software module.
3.0 DISCUSSION
The orbit version of the SAPIENS bench program contains a FORTRAN simu-
lation of the STS-1 onorbit attitude processor software requirements.
These requirements are specified by the Level C Functional Subsystems
Software Requirements (FSSR) Document (Reference 1) and all associated
change requests dated up to May 1979. The static verification testing
utilizes a single-shot onorbit simulated trajectory of approximately
2.0 seconds to cover major modes 201, 202, and 801 with error free IMU
sensors. All logic paths of the ATT PROC ORBIT modules are exercised
in order to check the code. A discussion of the rate structure of the
modules is given in section 3.1 and a description of the simulation
modules and the flight software modules are presented in sections ^.2
and 3.3.
3.1 MODULES RATE STRUCTURE
The rate structure for the modules which comprise the orbit version of
the SAPIENS bench program are presented in Table 1.0. The simulation
software modules PMTG, CALLER and ORBSEN are executed at 6.25 Hz rate
(minor cycle interval is 0.16 seconds). The flight software modules
ATT PROC ORBIT INIT, ATT PROC 	 LOOP and ATT PROC ORBIT DISP are
also executed at 6.25 Hz
:
 to support user principal function requirements.
Even though all three ATT PROC modules are running at the 160 millisecond
rate, the calculation of certain parameters occur at different rates which
are dependent on the setting of certain flags and the value of certain
internal counters. The detailed explanation of this is given in section
3.3.
3.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMULATION SOFTWARE MODULES
The FORTRAN modules which comprise the simulation software used in the
onorbit version of the SAPIENS bench program are described in the
following paragraphs (Figure 1.0).
3.2.1 PMTG (Main Program)
The PMTG (Point Mass Trajectory Generator) module is used as the
environment generator for the SAPIENS bench program. This module
consists of a single vehicle motion simulator which uses a simplified
earth shape model (Fischer Ellipsoid), a 1962 standard atmospheric
density model and a simplified gravity model (J2 and J3) with a 4th order
Runge-Kutta-Gill integration routine. The PMTG module computes IMU
gimbal angles for a single IMU, the M50-to-stable member matrix (REFSMMAT)
and the position and velocity vectors IT AVGG and V AVGG for input to the
flight software modules ATT PROC ORBIT TNIT and ATT PROC ORBIT LOOP;

















































The CALLER module is used to simulate the IBM Frequency Dispatcher
Queue. It controls the queuing of the simulation software module
ORBSEN and the three flight software modules ATT PROC ORBIT INIT,
ATT PROC ORBIT LOOP and ATT PROC ORBIT DISP. Each arthese four
moeules ;-o called by Voi module.
3.2.3 ORBSEN (Subroutine)
The ORBSEN module simulates the setting of flags, the manual controlling
of switches, and crew inputs for the three flight software modules. It
corresponds to a master sequencer controller.
3.2.4 COMINIT (Block Data)
The COMINIT module simulates the initialization and carryover requirements
performed on transition from OPS 1 to OPS 2; also, it initializes all
variables in each common block using the block data concept.




ORBIT FLIGHT SOFTWARE MODULES
The function of the onorbit attitude processor is to provide attitude
ncor^ma^.^on or user func t ions such as f l i ght contro l, navigation, and
displays during OPS 2 and 8. The three modules which comprise the
onorbit attitude processor flight software are described in the following
sections.
3.3.1 ATT_PROC_ORBIT_INIT Subroutine
the function of the AT1 PROC ORBIT INIT module is to compute the
stable member wrt M50 quater
—nion after the completion of onorbit IMU
alignments for each type of alignment option 1, 2, or 3. It is active
in major modes 201, 202, and 801. The flow diagram representing the
logic paths and relevant equations for this module is given in Figure
2.0. This module calculates a stable member wrt M50 quaternion for each
IMU using as input the T CLUSTERM50K matrices (REFSMMAT) from the IMU
ORB A/CAL principal function. The Logic paths through this module are
controlled by the external flagIMU QUAT UPD REQ which is set by the IMU
ORB A/CAL principal function (4.208'.
3.3.2 ATT-PROC-ORBIT-LOOP Subroutine)
The main function of the ATT PROC ORBIT LOOP module is to calculate
attitude quaternions and the associated`-Euler angles to support 6.25,
1.04, and 0.52 Hz processing of user principal functions. It is active
in major modes 201, 202, and 801. The flow diagram representing the
logic paths and relevant equations of this module is given in Figure 3.0.
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END
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The basic attitude input variables for this module are the gimbal angles
which are supplied by the IMU SOP at 6.25 liz. The attitude quaternion
associated with these gimbal angles is the roll with respect to stable member
quaternion. In computing this quaternion, half gimbal angles are used for
the arguments of the trigonometric functions. Furthermore, simplifications
in the equations are achieved if the sum and difference of the outer and
inner roll half angles are used. This new set of angles GA(I),I;-1, 2 0 3, 4
will be denoted by the terminology modified gimbal angles,
Since processing in this module occurs at three different rates, there are
several flags and counters used to control flow through the various logic
paths. These parameters can be classified as internal and external. The
threr internal flags and counters CTR, FIRST PASS and N are defined as
f illowing: (1) GTR denotes a counter which distinguishes between exact and
approximate trigonometric function calculations, (2) FIRST PASS denotes a
first pass flag and (3) N denotes a 0.52 Hz processing counter. The three
external fla s and counters SEL IMU ID, IMU ALIGN DISP, and ATT SEL SWADI are
defined as: ?1) SEL IMU ID denotes `the IMU RM selected IMU, (2)",IMU`ALIGN
DISP denotes that the alignment display is active and (3 ATT SEL SWAM
denotes the position of the ADI reference quaternion select switch.
discussion of the parameters which are computed by this module is presented
according to their processing rate.
3.3.2.1 Parameters Computed at 6.25 Hz
There are five parameters which are required at 6.25 Hz: (1) Q a ROLL,^SM(K),
the roll wrt stable member quaternion for IMUK (K=1,2,3) which is used for
other internal calculation$, (2) Q_SM SM(K), the stable member wrt stable
member quaternion for IMUK which is used by IMU RM to determine the selected
IMU, (3) Q 6 M50, the body wrt M5O quaternion (always associated with the
selected IMU) which is used by the software community as the basic attitude
information, (4) T NOW, the time tag associated with Q B M50 and (5) ATTITUDE
INCREMENT , 6HZ a quantity proportional tc the average angular velocity of the
body over the current minor cycle and used by the ORES DAP flight control
principal function.
In the computation of the first parameter Q_ ROLL , SM(K), there exist two
different methods of computing the sines and cosines of the modified gimbal
angles: exact and approximate. The first method computes tilt' exact values
of these trigonometric functions while the second method uses a Taylor series
expansion to first order. Since the first method is more time consuming than
the second, the first method is used once every six minor* cycles. The other
five minor cycles use the second method. The switching from one method
to the other is handled by means of the counter CTR.
V.3.2.2 Parameters Computed at 1.04 11z
There is a set of Euler angles which is .required at 1.04 Hz: (1) PSI(K),
THETA(K), PHI(K), the I:uler° angles associated with IMUK which are extracted
from XQ_B M50(K) in a yaw, pitch, roll sequence and are used by the IMU
alignment display. Since the required rate is 1.04 Hz, this particular
calculation is made during the minor cycle when the exact sines and
9
cosines of the modified
the calculation is done
(IMU—ALIGN DISPW?)„
gimbal angles are used (CTR=O); furthermore,
only when the alignment display is active
3.3.2.3 Parameters Computed at 0.52 Hz
There are four parameters which are required at 0.52 Hz; (1) PAYLOAD
YAW,PAYLOAD PITCH, PAYLOAD ROLL, the set of Euler angles associated-
with the body wrt EF (Earth Fixed) quaternion which are extracted
in a pitch, yaw, roll sequence and used by GN&C/SM-PL IF principal
function, (2) Q^M50LVLH, the M50 wrt LVLH quaternion, (3) Q LVLH_
BIASLVLH. the LVLH wrt BIASLVLH quaternion and (4) Q M50MIA'gLVLN,
the M5O wrt BIASLVLH quaternion. The last three parameters are
used by the Display module in ATT PROC. Since the processing rate
is 0.52 Hz, the counter N is used—to control the computation rate
(N=2.).
3.3.3 ATT-PROC-ORBIT-DISP (Subroutine)
The function of the ATT PROC ORBIT DISP module is to compute body
attitude error angles and AtVitude Director Indicator (ADI) ball
driver functions to support 6.25 and 3.125 Hz processing for the
principal function ORB ADI PROC (4.169). ATT PROC ORBIT DISP is
active in major modes 201, 202, and 801. The—flow—diagram represent-
ing the logic paths and relevant equations of this module is given
in Figure 4.0, ADI ball driver functions are derived for each of
the three crew station ADI's. The two forward ADI's function as
*X ADI's and the aft ADI functions as -X or -Z ADI. Associated
u1 th the aft ADI is a two-position sense switch (SENSE SW) which
is usod to correct for the -X or -Z mounting of the aft ADI. Both
the forward and aft ADI's have attitude reference pushbuttons (FWD
ATT REF PB, AFT ATT REF PB) which are used to update the reference
qual^ernfon (Q M50 RtF) withthe conjugate of the current attitude
quaternion (CB M50). Each ADI has an attitude select switch setting
which is used to indicate a reference coordinate system defined
by quaternions. The three reference frame settings are 'INRTL',
'LVLH' and 'REF'.
Tho 'INRTL' coordinate system is defined by an I-LOAD quaternion
(Q_ M50^INRTL) which represents an in-plane LVLH attitude configura-
tionat a specified time. Chis I-LOAD quaternion is formed from
the RELMAT matrix which is computed by using the position and velocity
vectors R AVGG and V AVGG defined at the orbital noon time which
is closest to the midway Mission Elapsed Time between TIG (Time
of Ignition) for nominal OMS 2 and TIG for nominal deorbit burn.
The 'LVLH' coordinate system is defined by a quaternion (Q M50BIASLVLH)
which represents an unbiased LVLH attitude configuration. —The_ quaternion
Q M50 BIASLVLH is formed by the quaternion product of "50 LVLH
(f ormed by a call to the utility routine RV TO QLVLH given the
position and velocity vectors Tt AVGG and V AVGt; at that instant
of time) and the I-LOAD idontity quaternion Q_LVLH—BIASLVLH.
10
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The 'REF' coordinate system is defined by a quaternion (Q_M50 REF)
which represents a PTC (Passive Thermal Control) attitude confiiguration.
This I^LOAD quaternion Qm M50 REF is Formed from the RELMAT matrix
which is computed by using the 3UN vector and angular momentum vector
11 defined at the orbital noon time which is closest to the midway
mission elapsed time between TIG for nominal OMS 2 and TIG for nominal
deorbit burn.
Since processing in this module occurs at two different rates, there
are several flags and a single counter used to control flow through
the various logic paths. These parameters can be classified as
internal and external. The internal counter CTR denotes a 3.125
tlz processing counter. The five external flags FWD ATT REF PB,
AFT ATT REF PB, DESEL, SENSE SW, and ATT SEL SWAQI are defined as:(l)_FWD .ATT REF P6 denotes the forward ADI's7attitude reference
pushbutton which' is used to update the "REF' coordinate system,
(2) AFT ATT REF PB denotes the aft ADI's attitude reference pushbutton
which is usEd to update the 'REF' coordinate system, (3) DESEL denotes
the COAS deselect command, (4) SENSE SW denotes the position of
the aft ADI sense switch, (5) ATT SEA SWADI denotes tile position
of the ADI reference quaternion select switch. A discussion of
the parameters which are computed by this module is presented according
to their processing rate.
3.3.3.1 Parameters Computed at 6.25 Hz
There is a set of body attitude error angles which are required
'i 6.25 Hz to drive the ADI error needles: (1) E3ODY ERR ANG is
oor •i .1t5d From an error quaternion formed by the quaternion product
^,F the commanded quaternion (Q B_M50 CMD DISPLAY) and the conjugate
Oi thL current attitude quaternion (Am6_Ff50).
,.3.3.2 Parameters Computed at 3.125 Hz
i'het are three sets of ball driver functions which are required
at 3.125 Hz to drive the three ADI's: (1) PTCHSINEADI, PTCHCOSADI,
YAWSINEADI, YAWCOSAD I , ROLLSINEADI and ROLLCOSAD I, the six trigonometric
functions associated with a particular ADI which are extracted from
Q BODY _yADIREF in a pitch, yaw, roll sequence. The calculation of
tTie quaternion Q_BODY ADIREF for a particular Al"I is dependent
on the position of the select switch ATI—SEL—SWADI and, in addition,
for the aft ADI, the position of the sensewitch SENSE SW.
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4.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST CASES
The test cases which will be simulated for static verification
of the onorbit attitude processor software requirements are described
in the following sections. A summary of the test case flag settings
and counters is given in Table 2.0 as a function of time of flight
and major mode over the 2.0 second simulated trajectory. A summary
of the various flag settings and counters for each module ATT PROC
ORBIT INIT, ATT PROC ORBIT LOOP, and ATT PROC ORBIT DISP is presented
in the corresponding—test case description subsection. In addition,
for each test case description, a flow diagram of the module is







Test case 1 verifies the logic paths in the ATT PROC ORBIT INIT
module. The logic paths in this module are controlled by the flag
IMU^QUAT UPD REQ (Table 3) which is set by the IMU ORB A/CAL principal
function*—(4.'208). Test case 1 consists of two subcases, 1.1 and
1.2 and are presented in Figures 5.0 and 6.0.
4.1.1 Test Case 1.1
Test case 1.1 simulates an onorbit profile during major mode 201
at a time of 0.0 seconds where the IMU^QUAT UPD REQ flag is OFF
indicating no IMU alignment has occurred. Ther —efore, there is no
computation of Q_SM M50K.
4.1.2 Test Case 1.2
Test case 1.2 simulates major mode 201 operation at a time of
1.2 seconds where the IMU QUAT UPD REQ flag has been set ON indicating
the completion of an IMU alignment, therefore, the stable member









Test case 2 verifies all logic paths in the ATT PROC ORBIT LOOP
module. The logic paths are controlled by the Tollowing flags:
CTR, SEL IMU ID, IMU ALIGN DISP, FIRST PASS, N and ATT SEL SWAE1
(Table 4.0)-Test case 2—consists of—six subcases 2.T through








































































































































ATT PROC ORBIT INIT
IF
IMU QUAT UPD REQ - ON DO FORK=1T03 CALL MAT TO QUAT((T CLUSTERMSOK) T
)	I
I ASSIGN (7 S^ MSOK)
I IMU QUAT UPD REQ - OFF I
END





IMU QUATUPD^REQ R ON 00 FORK  1 TO 
CALL "MAT TO QUAT((T CLUSTERMSOK) T)
ASSIGN M SI MSOK)
I IMU QUATUPD REQ = OFF
END












































-	 W. slily 2:
4.2.1 Test Case 2.1
Test case 2.1 simulates major mode 201 operation at a time of
0.0 seconds (Table 4). For this test case (Figure 7), outer loop
processing (CTR-0) of exact sines and cosines of the modified gimbal
angles is verified, Next,SM SM(K) are computed and sent to the
IMU selection filter (IMU SF^'. The selected IMU as determined by
the IMU selection filter Ts assumed to be IMUI (SEL IMU ID;!),
Since the IMU alignment display is inactive (IMU ALIGN DISP O),
no computation of Euler angles is done. Furthermore, since this
is the first pass through the module (FIRST PASS=1), payload
attitude data calculations are supported (N=2); however, no LVLH
frame calculations are done since the attitude select switch for
each ADI is in the 'INRTL' position (ATT SEL—SWADI#0),
4.2.2 Test Case 2.2
Test case 2.2 simulates major mode 201 operation at a time of 0.96
seconds (Table 4). For this case (Figure 8), it is assumed that
an IMU alignment has occurred on the previous cycle (0.80 seconds)
so that the IMU ALIGN DISP flag is set. Also, since this is an
outer loop cycle (CTR=O), Euler angle computations for the IMU alignment
display are performed.* The selected IMU for computation of the
attitude quaternion 0 6 Mao is assumed to be IMU 2 (SEL IMU I0=2).
No 0,52 Hz processing —of payload attitude data or LVLH 'fra-n calculations
are supported (NT2) for this case.
4.2.3 Test Case 2.3
Test case 2.3 simulates major mode 202 operation at a time of 1.92
seconds (Table 4). For this case (Figure 9), outer loop processing
is again supported (CTR=O) and the selected IMU for attitude purposes
is assumed to be IMU 3 (SEL IMU ID=3). The IMU alignment display
Is inactive (IMU ALIGN_DISP=O) so that no Euler angle computations
are done. Sincd this test case represents a 0.52 Hz pass through
this module (N=2), payload attitude calculations are performed;
also, the quaternion Q M50^BIASLVLH is computed since the attitude
select switch is in the 'LT'LH' position (all three ADI's have ATT
SEL SWADI=O in tWs particular case).
4.2.4 Test Case 2.4
Test case 2.4 simulates major mode 801 operation at a time of 0.32
seconds (Table 4). For this case (Figure 10), inner loop processing
(CTR^0) of the approximate sines and cosines of the modified gimbal
angles is verified. The selected IMU for computation of the attitude
quaternion (Q 8M50) is assumed to be IMUi (SEL IMU ID=1). During
major mode 80 
,
the IMU alignment display is not supported so that
g	 the IMU ALIGN DISP flag is set to OFF for this test case.
* In order to test modulo 27r calculations Euler angles computed for IP13 will
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FIGURE 0.0	 TEST CASE 2.2 LOGIC PATHS THROUGH ATT ,,PRGC ORBIT LOOP
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r	 =l.^ .5 Test t,ase ^.5
fest case 2.5 represents u special test. case (Table 4) fo. vet ifyinV
inner loop processin (CTR,0) within the ATT PROC ORBIT LOOP module.
This case (Figure 11 verifies the logic patFis fo r` the outer roll
and inner roll delta modified gimbal angles (DELGAI and DELGA2)
with values greater than 90 degrees but less than 130 degrees,
i0 so, the logic paths for the pitch and azimuth delta modified gimbal
angles (DELGA3 and DELGA4) with values greater than 90 degrees are
verified. For this case, the IMU alignment display is inactive
and the selected IMU is assumed to be IMU1 (SEL—IMU—ID=1).
.111 .6 Test Case 2.6
T(,st case 2.6 also represents a special test case (Table 4) for
..urifying inner loop processing (CTR/O) within the ATT PROC ORBIT
LOOP module. This case (Figure 12) verifies the logic paths for
the outer roll andinner roll (DELGAI and DELGA2) delta modified
0mbal angles with values greater than 180 degrees but less titan
jbU degrees. As with the previous case, the IMU alignment display
is inactive (IMU ALIGN DISP =O) and the selected IMU is assumed to
be IMU1 ( SEL_ IMU, ID=1).
4.3 ATT PROC ORBIT DISP TEST CASES
'est case 3 verifies all logic paths in the ATT PROC ORBIT DISP
*r)riuIv. The logic paths in this module are controll6d by the fullowing
;'`:ags: CTR, FWD ATT REF PB, AFT ATT REF PB, DESEL, SENSE SW and
AST SEL SWA
 T (Table 5). Test case -3
 is-"composed of five^subcases
"s. ` orough 3.5 and are presented in Figures 13.0 through 17.0.
°;.3.1	 Test Case 3.1
le>t case 3.1 simulates majo r
 mode 201 operation at a time of 0.0
^oconds (fable B). This test case (Figure 13) verifies ^he curipc "i-
4iun of the body dtLitude error angles which are required to drive
the ADI error needles. Also for this test case, ADI ball driver
junctions are computed for the '1;NRTL' reference frame setting (ATT_
SEt._SWADI=-1)• Thus the vehicle's reference attitude configuration
represents an in-plane LVLH attitude. Since the aft ADI is oriented
in the -Z direction (SENSE SW=O), the logic path used to correct
i r the mounting of the aft ADI is also verified.
ea 3.? Test Case .1.2
Test case 3.2 simulates major mode 201 operation at a time of 0.96
seconds (Table 5). For this case (Figure 14), the logic path associated
,6it^, the crewman depressirig tire: f of wai u attitude r , (.furenct: pu:"KbLyLLcj^
r F V Aft REF_PB=1) in coat ►t inatior with the COAS not selected (i3C 
^; ;°er7f're^i. The .yepres;ing v
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CALL IM$F (0_SM_SN) ASSIGN (SEL IM1 10)
CTR 0D 	 OO Oa	 kF
IMt ALIGt(_DISP • 1
	
K• I TO 7
	
C
V..._u • ^4_tl= D°SEL 1lSl Ip	 J	 -
0 a 450 PREV • Q_,0 N5OIP	
FTRSY PASS • 0
FIRST PASS • 1	
N , I-
11N • t_IM1 SA
AT11UOE-INCJfERfNDt EIT2 - -r OEG_PER RAO SILO (Q uPOAIE 5) d UPDATE-Y
IF	 N • 'Al
CTR •	 H EMSO • EARTH FIXED TO N50 COORD((T INU GA)
I	 CALL NAT TO QUAf (N EW). ASSIGfI f Qi5O_V)
IF N 2	 CALLOVAT TOQAOT ABG QN COY CF)
ASSIGN (0TCIISifiE,XPtC11CO5,XYAW$It1E,XYAWCOS,XROLLSINE,XROLLCOS,XFLAGI
CTR
	 GTR+1	 IF	 PAYL^.AD YAW - ARCUl (XYAWSINE)
I FLAG •	 PAYLeAO,PITCH + ARCTAN2 (^PTCIISIIICXPTCHr,(




Dtl F';d	 IF	 CALL RV TO 1 I111L ^;R AVGG,V AVGGI
ADI • I TO O	 AIT SEL SWIOt	 0	 ASSI>iN (Q NSO Ti")
END	 Q,MSO,a1 ASLVL)( • Q N50 LVLH Q„LVL^' OI ASLVLII







•^	 LNTL^AtT-PRL't' 1A`OIt WOP
GAK) • CQ151kir &! A , ^+ IFMCO
Q OpM50aPNEV • Q•O M50	 C .AK 2 . CCNSTAV ( CKAN , ,x 	 (FAN,,K ) 5NFLK • SIN ( GAK O	 CA11K'LOS ( CA%.;)
OAK.J ' CDNSTAYT (PAAO K ) WINK + 51N(CAK,2 )	 CKILNK •COS(GAK.2)
Pa+ 4 ! CPNStANT (A'.AN6,:) '•PK	 ' SIN(pAK 	 !PK	 • COS(CJ K, )
IpiD.1N J	 :t cr, LVK + C,SG SYK	 ' I N(C.Ae T ^ 	 CY	 ' CCS(GA ,. )
IF
CYR-0
DELGL	 • , A 	. iA,?REP
K:1	 A:1
y RULL 514 SK • "K (CP K.APL KCYK 	 $PK$S'WKSYK)'
MOAK., ° CAK:2 - YA^PREVK.=
SOPK
 (SPKSRPL KCYK + ep
ric iLIVIKSY K) OCLG4K:) ' G'AK.7 • GA PAEVK )
Q a0ll SA YK:I • tCPK ( -CPKSAPL KCYK ' SPKCRL9KSYK)'
I^AN . 4 ' GAX 4	 CA,-PREVK:4
SOPK($PKCRPL KLYK - CPK5ANNKSYKI
Q-RCLL SH VK:. • COPK( •SPKCRICIKLYK • CPKSRPLKSTK)• if
SD pX (CPKSRMNXCYK + $PKCAPLK5YK ) JOELGAmAOR	 OELGA%i) • ^,ELWK , ) .1 S(G:i(OCLEAC ))
VOLL,SN-YKIJ • CDPK(SPKSgmel K - CPKCAPL KSYK ) • JOELCAK:L	 DELGIX,4 • OtICAK 4 +0 SiC;(DELfAK 4)













OELG4Ki1 > QELGAK .1
- 4 1ICIt(CELCAK.11





SAPLK • SRPL K
 + OELGAK:L CAPLK
CRPLK • CRPLK - OCLGA K:1
 MGM




 + CEWAK:2 CRk"
t"K • CAA;i K • CELCAK:2 Ousb
' LJ , 2 OIOSIN	 SPK
$PK • SPK + OEIGAK:7 CPK
 Rpll SII(J) • Q,1OLL	 0LL(K) Q ROLL $fl EPK • CPK - OELGAKI7 OLOSIN
OLOSIN • SYK
^wCALL IMUSF (O,5M SM) ASSION (SEL (!N„(D) $YK • SY., + OELGAKI4 CYK
—.^ CYK • CYK - OELGAK.4 LLOS(N
p R• 0	 K	 d M	 _	 _	 HAND	 f 1 Rt0 7
	
Catl QUAT TO EULER (^ XQ 5 M50g)	 1 K	 K	 1F (1 151 . Lt.0.0) 	 PSIK	 iSI K +	 ILJ.O^^f	 !!ll ALIJN _ OISP . 1
L_	
AS$ IGII (PTI -THETAK
	
RT.- 	 TEtIP	 VIP' , lVP	 TE'APA)
1F (111	 0 0)^..	 tul'TAK 	1++(Tti^ d puUl
N'OSEL„(NU„1D,	 [ %y d=•	 Y ROIL SEI_(MU IDQ a0ll„5.45E1_fMU_IDQ SN MSOSEL (FKI_f0 . (
^Q 0 HSO • XO D,M50 $EL.( 14t	 f0
r1F^({'II^IT p 0) ' .y \ ' PIII K,. T^,t l.'t	 •tsU.O	 1




^FiR^s, Pas$ • L
	 \	 N 	 l"
^
TNCW -• rtMU .;A
0 UPDATE
_
 + 0'O M50 0 0 MSO PREY-
D' 2LR?A0 SWO (QQPDATS—$) J.UPOATE V
N - 0
A EFHSO • EARTH FI%ED t0 M50 COORO (T IN) GA)
CALL MAY TO VAr IN ENO). ASSIGN (0?150CF)
0DODY Er •Q8450Q M50 EF
ASS(GIOA^,ic5YrAU
IF PAYLOAD YAW • ARCSIN (XYA,SRIE)
P
XFLAG -	 PAYVAD'P(TCH - ARCTAN2 (XPTCRSINE,
PAYLCAD
 ;ADLL - AP.CTAN2 (AP.OLLSINC,X
'_.
00 F;n	 'F
AD1 - 1 TO 7	 ATY_5EL SW,D1^0
HALL RV TO ^LYLH 12 AVGG,7 AVGG)
A$$I4N m 40 LVLN)—
U_N50 Oj4LVL9 , q, M50_LYLH y IYLH bIM1SLYIN
... •^^
FIGURE 12.0	 TEST CASE 2.6 LOGIC PATHS THROUGH ATT PRUC.ORBIT LOOP
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FIGURE 13.0 TEST CASE 3.1 LOGIC PATHS THROUGH ATT PROC, ORBIT-UISP
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,7 ^.
d4^.^
of the 'REF' quaternion (Q^M5U REFi with the conjugate of the current
Q 8^M50 quaternion. The attitudeselect switch is in the 'REF'
position (ATT SEL_SWADI-1) and so the ADI ball driver functions are
derived for this switch setting. For this test case, the forward
ADI balls should read Oo pitch, Oo yaw, and Oo roll since the quaternion
(fl BODY ADIREF) is an identity quaternion. The aft ADI is oriented
in the -Z direction but angles associated with this ADI will be
those extracted from Q B_.ZADI since the forward ADI's were selected
for update.
4.3.3 Test Case 3.3
Test case 3.3 simulates major mode 201 operation at a time of 1.28
second ,; (Table 5). For this case (Figure 15), the logic paths associated
with the crewman depressing the aft attitude reference pushbutton
(AFT ATT REF PB=1) in combination with the COAS not selected (DESEL=1)
and -the aft ADI oriented in the -X direction (SENSE SW=1) are verified.
The depression of the aft attitude reference pushbutton (AFT ATT
REF PB= 1) also results in the update of the 'REF' quaternion —(Q R50REF)
with the conjugate of the current (' M50 quaternion. The attitude_ select
switch is in the 'REF' position (ATT SEL SWpl=1) and so the ADI ball
driver functions are derived for this switch setting. The aft ADI ball
should read 0 0
 pitch, O o ya;j, and 00
 roll since the quaternion (Q B00;_
ADIREF) is an identity quaternion for ADI=3.
4.3.4 Test Case 3.4
r(..:;i; case 3.4 simulates major mode 202 operation at a time of 1.60
sc.i.onds (Table 5). This case (Figure 16) is similar to the previous
!.est case except that the 'logic paths for correcting the mol,inting
y.a
 the aft ADI in the -Z direction (SENSE_SW =O) are verified.
1.3.5 Te st Case 3.5
hest case 3.5 simulates major mode 202 operation at a time of 1.92
seconds (Table 5). For this case (Figure 17), the logic paths for
the attitude select switch in the 'LVLH' position for each ADI (ATT
SEL_SWAQII=O) and the aft ADI oriented in the -X direction (SENSE SW=1)
are verified. The ADI ball driver functions are computed for the 'LVLH'
reference frame setting (ATT SEL SWADI=O), thus the vehicle's reference
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The test cases defined for static verification of the
Processor requirements will verify that all equations
correctly and will insure that all logic paths given
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